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BRIEF
With the Z-E3726 the market leader ZENEC is presenting a new in-car 
navigation system of the E>GO range: a touchscreen multimedia navicei-
ver for the Fiat Ducato, Citroën Jumper, and Peugeot Boxer. The Z-E3726 
is a clever all-in-one solution that provides a wide variety of entertain-
ment, including DAB+, manages all telephone calls, and makes easy 
work of calculating even the most complex routes. The EU map package 
with 44 countries, and more than10 million kilometres of roads navigates 
using the very latest ZENEC Primo NextGen navigation engine, and con-
tains over 6 million Premium POIs. The special motorhome navigation 
software of the Z-E3726 is tailored to the needs of motorhome drivers. 
Simply enter the vehicle profi le and vehicle-specifi c data to calculate 
routes suitable for your specifi c motorhome. Detailed information on 
campsite and motorhome stopover sites throughout Europe is offered by 
the preinstalled, very comprehensive Camping POI package (descrip-
tions in German language only). 

L0NG
“ZENEC understands what motorhomers want“, wrote the German Car & 
Hifi  magazine in issue 02/2014 about the Z-E3715, one of the best sel-
ling motorhome navigation systems across Europe for the FIAT Ducato, 
Citroën Jumper, and Peugeot Boxer. The successor to that successful 
naviceiver is now being launched: the Z-E3726, with numerous innova-
tive features, a large 7“/17.8 cm touchscreen, and an ease of use to 
ensure a relaxed journey.
Getting a perfect fi t is important, and here the Z-E3726 from ZENEC‘s 
E>GO range shows its class. It blends perfectly with the FIAT interior – 
including the button illumination in FIAT specifi c amber – and can be 
connected to the multifunction steering wheel using an optional stalk 
interface. 

The ideal camper naviceiver
Detailed map data, 3D rendering of terrain and landmarks, TMC, Auto-
Zoom, Lane Assist, and other Smart modes make ZENEC‘s Z-N626 the 
ideally equipped route fi nder. The EU map package with 44 countries 

and more than10 million kilometres of roads navigates using the very 
latest ZENEC Primo NextGen navigation engine, and contains over 6 mil-
lion Premium points of interest. Newly published map updates can be 
downloaded free of charge from the Internet for one year after starting 
to use the Z-E3726.
The special motor caravan navigation software of the Z-E3726 is tailored 
to the special needs of motorhome drivers. Simply enter the vehicle pro-
fi le and vehicle-specifi c data (height, weight, length, width), and the 
device will calculate a route to destination suitable for your motorhome. 
Detailed information on campsite and motorhome stopover sites through-
out Europe is offered by the preinstalled, comprehensive Camping POI 
package (descriptions in German language only).

Enjoy noise-free DAB+ – digital radio
The integrated multituner system with DAB+ also ensures reception that 
is free of noise and interference, even at high speeds. Optimal reproduc-
tion of radio signals is ensured by two FM/AM and two DAB+ tuners that 
complement and support each other. At the same time a dynamic data-
base assisted background scan keeps the radio station lists up-to-date. 
A fi fth RDS tuner takes care of the reception and processing of TMC 
traffi c data.

Entertainment and communication during the journey
ZENEC‘s new naviceiver guarantees a rich entertainment experience. 
Music and videos are delivered in best picture and sound quality from 
CD/DVD, USB, iPod, iPhone, or smartphone. From the USB media music 
collection, playlists can be compiled as required using the Gracenote 
functions ‚More like this‘ and ‚Mood‘ with just a single click, based on a 
selected song, or on your actual mood. 
The powerful Bluetooth unit from Parrot provides stress-free telephony 
and the convenience of music streaming during the journey.
For sound optimization there is a DSP based speaker management 
system with parametric 11-band EQ, and for the FIAT Ducato interior 
optimized DSP presets, single-channel time alignment, and a 3-band 
“Quick” EQ.

Retrofitting made simple with ZENEC‘s motorhome naviceiver Z-E3726 for Fiat Ducato 
Optimal vehicle integration and a lot of features – ZENEC‘s new camper naviceiver fits perfectly into the Fiat Ducato, Citroën 
Jumper, and Peugeot Boxer, and is equipped with a special motorhome navigation software.
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